For decades, adult learners who hadn’t finished high school had only one option. That has changed, and that’s where the TASC Test Assessing Secondary Completion™ comes in. From the makers of TABE®, DRC|CTB created the TASC test to offer adults a way of demonstrating they have high school levels of knowledge with a new test that is flexible and affordable.

**TABE** is the most widely used adult basic skills assessment in the nation.

**Coming in 2017: TABE 11&12**
(pending NRS approval)

- TABE 11&12 is 100% aligned to the new College- and Career-Readiness Standards.
- TABE 11&12 will be only one length; no longer will there be a long and short form. The new tests will be approximately 40 questions per section.
- Math will also only be one test, not a separated Math Comp and Applied Math as TABE 9&10 has.
- The Locator test will be lengthened slightly to make it more predictive in placing students into the new TABE 11&12.
- TABE 11&12 will only have three sections, Reading, Math, and Language. There will not be Spelling, Vocabulary and Language Mechanics like TABE 9&10 has.
- Options are being reviewed on how TABE 11&12 will align/predict to other high school equivalency tests besides the TASC Test Assessing Secondary Completion™.

Providing Adult Learners with an Affordable, Flexible, and Accessible High School Equivalency Exam

Discover the most affordable, accessible, and flexible choice for measuring high school proficiency — TASC Test Assessing Secondary Completion™. TASC Test wins on value, implementation options, and solid college readiness content.

**TASC test wins on:**
- Affordability & Value
- Recognized by the US DOE & OCTAE
- Accepted by Business & Colleges
- College and Career Readiness Content
- Paper and Computer-Based Testing
- Test Preparation Materials & Readiness Tests
- Complies with WIOA Regulations
- Nationally Recognized HSE Credential

Data Recognition Corporation is not affiliated with The After-School Corporation, which is known as TASC. The After-School Corporation has no affiliation with the Test Assessing Secondary Completion ("TASC test") offered by DRC|CTB, and has not authorized, sponsored or otherwise approved of any of Data Recognition Corporation’s products and services, including the TASC test.